MRI for identification of progression in brain tumors: from morphology to function.
For monitoring of brain tumors, it is crucial to identify progression or treatment failure early during follow-up to change treatment schemes and, thereby, optimize patient outcome. In the past years, several areas within the field of magnetic resonance (MR) have seen considerable advances: modern contrast media, advanced morphologic approaches and several functional techniques, for example, in the visualization of tumor perfusion or tumor cell metabolism. This review presents these recent advances by introducing the different techniques and outlining their benefit for identification of progression in brain tumors, with a focus on gliomas, metastases and meningiomas. After radiotherapy, MR spectroscopy helps to more accurately discriminate between radiation necrosis and glioma progression. In low-grade gliomas, perfusion MR techniques enable a more sensitive detection of anaplastic transformation than conventional MRI. Modern contrast media, as well as diffusion tensor imaging, allow for an improved tumor delineation and assessment of tumor extension. We will also highlight the biological background of these techniques, their applicability and current limitations. In conclusion, modern MRI techniques have been developed that are on the doorstep to be integrated in clinical routine.